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We describe a theory p-adic expansions for algebraic p-adic numbers in 
which countable ordinal number index sets and p-adically nonconvergent 
expansions are needed. This theory is used to compute parts of the expan- 
sions of the p”th roots of unity and to answer a question of Koblitz [l] 
about transcendence degrees. 
We shall use the following notation. Let Cl!, be the p-adic completion of 
Q for a prime p, a field of cardinality 2 ‘O. Let Qpp be the algebraic closure of 
Q,, and let CP be its p-adic completion, which is an algebraically closed 
complete field with a valuation uniquely extended from QP and is also of 
cardinality 2% Let D, = {z E C,: 1 z 1 < 1 }. Let Qyram be the field con- 
sisting of the set of x E% such that the ring extension Q, AD, c 
Q,(x) n D, is unramified. Let Gym be the p-adic completion of Qym, 
considered as a subfield of CP. Let 1 *In denote any primitive n th root of 
unity in C,. 
We choose in CP one of each rational power of p which together 
compose a multiplicative group p”, and consider these choices to be fixed 
throughout this paper. We introduce the field of p-adic ordinal series (or “p- 
adic Malcev-Neumann series”) which are formal sums 1 cipr,, where the 
ii’s are roots of unity in CP of order prime to p (i.e., among representatives 
for ST), and { ri} is a well-ordered subordered-set of Q. We let an ordinal 
number i index the term whose preceding terms are ordered by i. If x = 
x cjp’, then we let xi = cj<, ijp’ denote an initial sum. One checks by 
translinite induction that the field operations analogous to those of QP are 
well defined and that this field is complete non-archimedean valued. -. We now define (using the axiom of choice) an embedding of Q, mto the 
field of p-adic ordinal series which extends the inclusion of pQ and the 
obvious embedding of Qp, given by p-adic expansion. We successively 
extend the embedding through a chain of finite field extensions; we con- 
tinue the argument only for the first extension Q, c QJx). Let f(t) be the 
minimal polynomial of x over Q,. To determine the p-adic expansion of x, 
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we inductively add terms [;p” SO that 1 f(.xi + [ip”)l < If’(xi)l, which 
implies that the initial sum xi+, is closer than xi to at least one root off(t) 
in the field of p-adic ordinal series. Thus, if an initial sum xi of the p-adic 
expansion of x has been defined, then the next term in the expansion is 
determined by writing 
and then choosing ri and ii for r and [ so that the first term in the p-adic 
expansion of f(xi) is canceled modulo one higher power of p by the first 
terms in the p-adic expansions of the other summands on the right side of 
(1) which have lowest valuation. This method of determining expansions 
by using Taylor developments can be used to show that the field of p-adic 
ordinal series is algebraically closed. 
We now illustrate this method by computing part of the 2-adic expan- 
sion of 1 ‘j4. Then f(t) = r’ + 1 in this illustration, Let co = 1, rO = 0, and 
x, = 1. Then x2 = 1 + [, 2”, and 
f(l + 12’) = 2 + (t2’W) + (W2U 1, 
so we choose r, = l/2, [, = 1, whencef(x,) = 23’2 (modulo higher powers). 
Then x3 =x2 + [22’2, and f(x2 + 12’) = 23’2 + ([2’)(2) + (12’)*( 1) (modulo 
higher powers), so we choose r2 = 3/4, c2 = 1, whencef(x,) = 2’j4 (modulo 
higher powers). Continuing, we see that x, = 1 + 2”* + 23’4 + 2”’ + . . . , 
withf(x,) s 22 (modulo higher powers), where o is the first infinite ordinal 
number. Then x, + , =x, + 1,2’-, and f(x, + 12’) = 22 + 12’ +’ + [222’ 
(modulo higher powers), so we choose r, = 1 and [f, + [,, + 1 =O. 
Therefore, we have 
1114 = 1 + 21/2 + 23/4 + 27’8 + . . . +(,2+ .“, 
where c, is a primitive cube root of unity. It follows that for n > 2, 
1’/2’=~+21/~n~i+23/~n+27/~“-‘+ . . . . 
Next we describe our results on the expansions of the p”th roots of unity 
for p > 2. 
THEOREM 1. For p > 2, 
111P_~+~,pll(P--1)+~2p2/(P--1)+ . . . +[P_2p(P-2)l(P--) 
(modulop), where iI =( -l)l’(pP1), c2 -[f/2 (modp), andi,+, =i:/r,for 
2 <k < p - 3. Furthermore, 
1 Up2 = 1 + c, p” + 12 pr2 + . . . , 
where rl = l/p(p- 1) and ri+l = (1 +r,)/pfor i2 1. 
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Proof To prove the first statement we use the Taylor developments of 
f(+p-l+p-2+ ... + 1 and its derivatives to keep track of the 
valuation of fCk’(xi)/k! for all k, and the fact that f”‘( 1)/k! = (P; ‘) + 
(“p)+ ... +(y)+l=(k:l). 
To prove the second statement we again analyze Taylor developments of 
the minimal polynomial f(t) = ( tP2 - 1 )/( tP - 1) and its derivatives. We use 
LEMMA 1. For p > 2, 
(i) ord,fCk’(l)/k! = 1 (k=O), 
(ii) >1 (ldkcp), 
(iii) =l (k=p), 
(iv) 21 (p<k<p*-p), 
(VI =0 (k=p’-p). 
Proof. (Suggested by D. W. Masser). As f( 1) = p and fCp2- p)( 1) = 
(p*-p)!, both (i) and (v) are clear. Also we have 
/(y+l)=(y+1’p2-1 &f~yP’-P(modP) 
(y+ I)“- 1 yp 
9 
with gives (iv). Next we note that 
k!(‘,p)=rp(rp-l)...(rp-k+ 1) 
= (-l)“-‘(k- l)! rp+ ( -l)k~2r2ckp2+0 (mod p3), 
where ok is the (k- 2)th symmetric function of 1, 2,..., k - 1. For 1 d k < p 
we get 
P-1 P-1 





- = ,:. (;P) = 0 (mod p’). 
k! 
For k = p the same calculation gives 
P-1 P-1 
p! 1 (‘,“)=f(-1)P-1(p-1)!p2(p-1)+(-l)P-2p2ap 1 r2 
r=O r=O 
+ 0 (mod p3). 
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But gP ~0 (modp) because (x-1)(x-2)~~~(x-(p- l))=xP ‘- 1 
(mod p), so we get f’“‘(l )/p! = C;:,’ (7) = - f p + 0 (mod p’). Thus 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 are proved. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that the initial exponents in the expansion of 
1 llP” for n 3 2 are rJp” ~ l. 
We now note some properties of the expansions of algebraic p-adic num- 
bers. If x E QDp and x = C ii@!, then since x has only finitely many con- 
jugates over Q,, we have {rI} c (l/Np”)Z for some N, and the residue 
classes of the c,‘s lie in IF, for some q. If x E 0, is such that the ring exten- 
sion QP n D, c Q,(x) n D, is tamely ramified, then by induction on i, x is 
closer to xi than are all conjugates of xi, so that xi E Q,(x) by Krasner’s 
lemma. Hence all terms [,p” in the expansion of x belong to Q,(x) and 
w ere g,};;l/e)h h e is the ramification index of Q,(x) n D, over 
For example, Q,( 1 ‘I”) = Q,( ( -p)‘!(” I’). More generally, 
K;asnerP’s lemma and Theorem 1 imply that for any x E Q,, all terms in the 
expansion of x, before the first one which has a wild exponent and is suc- 
ceeded by a term whose exponent is 6 l/(p- 1) plus that wild exponent, 
belong to Q,(x). 
We next show that the exponents in the expansion of XE Q, can 
accumulate only at rational numbers. This follows from 
THEOREM 2. The field of all ordinal series C tip” such that all 
accumulation values of (r;} are rational is algebraically closed. 
Proof: Let f(t) be a polynomial over this field of degree d, and let 
rAl, rA23-.3 be a bounded increasing sequence of exponents occurring in the 
expansion of a root of J: By induction on d, we may assume that for all 
k 3 1, the first two terms in the expansion off’k’(.u.4,) are constant for large 
i, for otherwise the x,~,‘s (and hence the x,~,+ ,‘s) would be initial sums for a 
root of a polynomial of lower degree. We shall use the Taylor formula 
f'qx, 
f(x + ip’) = f’(x) + (ip’) f’(x) + . .. + KP’Y 7’ 
If the rA,‘s were to approach an irrational limit L, then the limits of the 
valuations of the terms (<A,p’Al)k(f(k)(xA,)/k!) for k> 1 would be distinct. 
Hence there would be exactly one such term, say the kth, which cancels 
the first term in the expansion of f(xA,) at the A,th inductive expansion 
step for all large i. Thus we would have limi, ,X, I f(x,,)l = 
lim,, K, 1 (iA,prAl)k(f(k’(.~A,)/k!)I, and for all large i the valuation of 
f(xA, + <A,p’Aj) would be that of the first uncanceled term in the expansion 
off(x,,) because of the assumption that the first two terms in the expan- 
sion offCk)(xA,) remain constant for large i. Thus there would be an N such 
that for all i> N the valuation off(x,*, + iA,prA1) is one of the exponents in 
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the expansion of f(x,,), and hence lim,, n; ord(f(x,, + L,prAl)) = 
kL + ord(f@‘(x,,)/k!) would belong to the set of accumulation values of 
the exponents in the expansion of f(x,,). By transfinite induction on 
sup Ai, L would be rational, and this contradiction proves the theorem. 
Moreover, if XE Qpp and A is a countable ordinal number, then there 
exist positive integers A4 and N such that rA +i E l/Np”‘Z for all finite 
numbers i, because the proof of Theorem 2 shows by induction on A that 
the denominators of rA + i grow at most exponentially with i. 
We now pose some open questions: Which countable ordinal number is 
needed to index the expansion of the p”th root of unity? Which countable 
ordinal numbers are needed for all x E Q,? 
The theory of algebraic T-adic expansions applies to k(( T)). When k is a 
field of characteristic zero, the algebraic closure of k( (T)) is the field of 
“Puiseux expansions” U rLZk, < a U,“= , L( (T”“)). This is true because k has 
primitive roots of unity of all orders, so that if the denominators of the 
exponents of an algebraic ordinal series were unbounded, then so would be 
its number of conjugates over k(( T)) in the field of T-adic ordinal series 
over 6 similarly, the coefficients of an algebraic ordinal series lie in a finite 
extension of k. On the other hand, if k is a field of characteristic p, then the 
roots of x~--x--T~ ‘=O are x=T ““+T ““‘+T- ‘.‘p-‘+ ... +[, ~E(F,,; 
the theory of algebraic expansions over k(( T)) is then similar to the theory 
of algebraic p-adic expansions. The theory of algebraic expansions might 
also apply to other complete noetherian regular local rings, but the expan- 
sions would depend on the choice of a set of representatives for the residue 
field and on the choice of an ordered list (x ,, . . . . x,) of generators of the 
maximal ideal (one successively expands xk -adically ). 
We conclude this paper by proving the following theorem which answers 
a question of Koblitz [ 11. 
THEOREM 3. The transcendence degree of @inram over Q, is 2’O, and the 
transcendence degree of Cp over Cinrd"' is 2’O. 
The following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 2. For all fields F and groups G such that [F, c Fc F, and 
L c G c Q, there exists x E C, such that the valuation group of Q,(x) is G 
and the residue field of Qp(.x) n D, is F. 
Proof Write F as an increasing union of finite fields, F= lJ,“= , F,, and 
write G as an increasing union of subgroups of Q containing Z with finite 
index, G = IJ.J” , G,. Then successively add terms ip’ in the rapidly con- 
vergent p-adrc expansion of x which have [E F and r E G, in such a way 
that the valuation group of Q,(x) contains the next desired Gi, or that the 
residue field of Q,(x) n D, contains the next desired F,. This can be done 
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as follows: To ensure that the valuation group of Q,(x) contains the next 
desired G,, add a term of the form pr with suitable r generating G,; to 
ensure that the residue field of Q,,(x) n D, contains the next desired F,, add 
a term of the form [p’ with suitable [ generating F, and Y E Z. In either case 
Y is chosen sufficiently large (and larger than one plus the previous 
exponent in the expansion of x) by the following procedure: Let .f be the 
minimal polynomial over Q, of the already defined initial sum x,, and use 
the Taylor formula 
f(x) = .f(Xj + ip’+ ‘.’ ) = f’(x;)(ip’+ . ‘. ) 
+fW 2 ([p’ + . . . )’ + . . 
to decide how small to make the next term [p’ so that its r or [ belongs to 
the valuation group or residue field of Q,(X). Thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 2, for any subset S of the primes there 
exists xS E Cgnram such that the residue field of Q,(x,) n D, is the field 
generated by UyE S,n a , Fpyn. Let N be the set of positive integers, let 4: 
N -+ {primes} be a bijection, let (n,, ’ be any infinite subset of N listed in 
increasing order, and take correspondingly S= (#(#(nl)), @($(n,) &n,)), 
&&n,)d(~?) $(n,)),...}. There are 2Nu such subsets {n,), hence 2N’1 
corresponding S. These xs are algebraically independent over QP, because 
the residue field extension corresponding to Q,(x,, ,..., .u,~) c 
Q,kS , ,..., -ys, _ ,) is infinite when S, ,..., S,, , are distinct since S,, + , d 
S1 u ... u S,,. Thus tr. deg. (C;“ram/QP) 3 2’O, and the reverse inequality 
follows from card. (C,) = 2N”. The statement tr. deg. (Cp/@;nram) = 2N” is 
proved similarly by using valuation groups generated by UyE S,na 1 (l/q”) Z. 
Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
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